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people would read these ancient, honest pages not without profit to
themselves, and that the rising generation especially, which seems to be
somewhat uncertain about its road, would be pleased to find out how a
young man, very frank and very sincere, thought forty years ago, face to
face with himself only." Besides, in his later writings he was really
forced to make sacrifices. The process of condensing and pruning ideas
does not go on without the loss of something in the ideas themselves.
Perhaps some readers will like these pages for their attempt to express
the whole, and not to lose any part of it in the expression. And, how-
ever M. Ren an may have modified his style, he has not changed his
"fundamental ideas". His "religion is now as ever the progress of
reason, in other words, the progress of science "• M. Benan's youthful
anticipations as to the future of science have reference first to the
particular line of development that science itself might be expected to
take, and then to the influence of the scientific spirit on thought and
life. In the scientific history of the nineteenth century, " philology," in
the very general sense here given to the term by M. Benan, has played
fully as great a part as he anticipated. For by " philology " he means
" the science of the productions of the human intellect" studied accord-
ing to the methods of experimental science and with the widest erudition
for its materiaL He is never tired of insisting on the "historical
method " as that which is to be pre-eminently the method of the nine-
teenth century. Study of the social life of peoples as expressed in
their languages and religions, need of going beyond purely individual
psychology, view of literature in relation to its period and country, study
of all kinds of " origins," are ideas of which he already sees all the
importance. M. Benan may also claim to have recognised how much
advance was to be expected in the biological sciences, and to have
perceived that the fundamental problems of biology were precisely those
that would next have to be attacked. The far-reaching intellectual
influence of science also has not come short of his anticipations. On
the other hand, as he himself points out, the social problems that seemed
about to be solved, still remain open ; and he confesses that as to their
final solution he is more uncertain than he was in 1848. The self-
conscious direction of its course by humanity is no doubt the aim ; but
we do not at all know what the definitive type of civilisation is to be,
and till we ki v this we cannot say what is the most important factor
in progress, jlie dominant factor may be, as the author thought in
1848, the influence of science—especially the science of man—made
systematic and philosophical; but this cannot be asserted with confidence.
The idea which he then accepted, of a new dogmatic unity arrived at by
scientific synthesis, he no longer looks forward to. What will strike the
reader of M. Benan's social speculations, is that the atmosphere of the
century has not very deeply changed. The problems occupying men's
minds then and now are essentially minilur, For this among other
reasons, the publication of the book just now is quite opportune.

On the Modification of Organism*. By DAVID STUB. Melbourne : George
Bobertson <fc Co.; London: Eegan Paul, Trench, & Co., 1890.
Pp. viL, 164.

A hostile criticism of Natural Selection as a theory of the modification
of organisms. The real key to organic modification is the organism's
power of adapting itself to its conditions. This positive cause being
present, modification can be shown in many cases to take place in the
absence of any form of selection. The straggle for existence, when
present, is not beneficent, but tends on the whole to produce degenera-
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tioru Organic changes proceed from the cell, which is the biological
unit. As the organism consists of vital units, so the soul consists of
psychical unite. The synthesis of these is the Ego., "Organisation is
rather the result than the cause of mental activity."

Hindu Literature; or the Ancient Book* of India. By ELIZABETH A. BKED,
Member of the Philosophical Society of Great Britain. Chicago:
8. C. Griggs * Co., 1891. Pp. xviii. 410.

A well-arranged and interestingly written account of Hindu literature
from the Vedas to the Puranas. The mythological element, both in the
earlier and later sacred books, id dealt with most copiously; but their
philosophy is not neglected, and the principal changes in worship and
oreed from the first period of Aryan settlement to the full development
of Hinduism are noted incidentally. Common to the whole develop-
ment is pantheism, whioh is traoeable even in the Big-veda, and gathers
force all the way down the stream of Hindu literature. In the code of
Manu and in the Upanishads appears the doctrine of metempsychosis,
henceforth characteristic of Indian religion. Both elements of the oreed
are abundantly illustrated in the two great epios, the Ramayana and the
Maha-bharata—of which the author gives a very full description.
Chapter zxL, on the Bhagavad-gita, has special interest. By two or
three well-chosen extracts the distinctive features of Hindu philosophy
are made plain. The Puranas are treated with special reference to
Krishna-worship, which is also the subject of the penultimate chapter
(xxiii.).' The combination of pantheistic philosophy with polytheistic
mythology is thus indicated : " The pantheism of the Puranas is one of
their invariable characteristics, but the particular-divinity who is at once
the source, the substance, and the absorber of all things, varies accord-
ing to the individual choice of the worshipper". The general conclusion
is that " Hinduism was brightest and purest at its fountain-head". As
the " simple nature-worship" of the Vedas developed into mysticism,
and became complicated with ritual, Hindu life gradually degenerated.

Introduction to the Study of Philosophy. By WILLIAM T. TTAHHTH. Com-
prising Passages from his Writings selected and arranged with
Commentary and Illustration by MARIETTA Kirs. New York: D.
Appleton & Co., 1889. Pp. xiL, 287.

The chapters of this work — the aim and substance of which is
described in the title—are as follows:—i. " Methods of Study," ii. " Pre-
suppositions of Experience," iii. " Philosophy of Nature," iv. " Man: A
Self-active Individual" (comprising sections on "Sense-perception,"
" Representation," " Significance of the Power to Use Language, " Be-
flection," " The Syllogism," " The Third Stage of Thinking : The Absolute
Idea, or the Beason," "The Emotions," "The Will"), v. "Immortality
of Man". "The compiler and editor of this volume, Miss Kies," writes
Mr. Harris, " has my lull consent to and approval of her selections and
arrangement of such portions of my writings as she finds suitable for her
purpose. I shall be very glad if this book proves helpful to her classes
or to any persons who may use it"

Manual of Empirical Psychology a* an Inductive Science. A Text-book for
High Schools and Colleges. By Dr. GUSTAV ADOLF LINDNER, Pro-
fessor in the University of Prague. Authorised Translation b^
CHAS. D B GARMO, Ph.D., Professor of Modern Languages in Illinois
State Normal University. Boston: D. C. Heath & Co., 189a
Pp. xiiL 274.
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